PAPER STRUCTURE
This research article is divided into four parts. The first is an introduction and background on Air China as well as both markets domestic and international, which the company is competing in. The second part discusses the SWOT analysis's results conducted on the company. The third part explains the route map to achieve excellence by the year 2008 then conclusions are drawn in the fourth part.
PART ONE: INTRODUCTION
Air China was founded on the 1st of July 1955. Its headquarter is based in Beijing. It engages in international and domestic passengers and cargo flight services. To unify its facility image and simplify its repairs and maintenances, currently, it fleet of total 118 aircraft exclusively is consisted of Boeing models, including 56 B747s, 17 B777s, 19 B767s and 26 B737s. with over than 28,600 of seat capacities. It has established hub-spoke style passenger and cargo transport network. The hub of this network is Beijing International Airport.
The company is operating 339 routes, which consists of 53 international and 286 domestic, operating more than 1000 scheduled flights on weekly basis, serving 29 cities in 19 countries. 66 percent of its revenue was sourced from the domestic market. Over the last two years, Air China has experienced dramatic changes in both international and domestic market.
Growing Domestic Market
Fierce competition and sluggish market demand has forced the compant to turn its business focus on the fast growing domestic market, where it enjoys the protections from the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC).
Chinese Government has adopted an aggressive fiscal policy by lowering Interest Rate to 2%, aiming to boast GDP growth. In 2001 China's GDP reached 7.3%, which is considered to be the fastest growing economy compared with both the main developed and developing economies worldwide. International Monetary Federal (IMF) forecasted that China economy would continue to grow with the rate of 7% per year for the period [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . The transportation industry especially the airline sector will lead this growth. According to the CAAC predicting indicators, the airline sector will grow at a rate of 10-15% per annum.
There are other factors that contribute to the growing demand of the domestic market for air service in China. These to include:
Opening up and reform the country's development strategy, boasting the tourism industry and attracting more people to invest or visit China. Tables I, II and III illustrates statistics of this growth. In respond to these factors, the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) has intensively regulated China Airline. Regulation included issues such as capacity control, pricing, promotion schemes, sales agent selection, routes & schedules admission, and alliances scrutiny. The basic principle for this regulation is to encourage competition on service quality rather than price. CAAC strategic group and industry observers agreed the following strategies to be implemented in the next five years (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) .
WO R K I N G PA P E R S E R I E S
Conducting consolidation to form dominated giant airlines Improve management to cope enhance the competitive capability
Corporating with foreign leading airlines to build up strategic alliances
Developing international market
Speed up the deregulation
In April 2001 and under these regulations of the CAAC, 56 national and local airlines are categorised into three groups as shown in Table  IV and V. Air China operated in developed areas such as America, Japan, Western Europe and Austria since it found, the domestic operations grew rapidly after the acquire regional airlines; the other two groups aggressively expanded into international market while mainly focused on domestic business. September the 11 attacks heavily blow the world economy, dragging down the international airline industry.
USA probable military actions against Iraq posing additional threat to the airline industry.
Though these events shall keep blocking the growth, the speedy pace of economic globalization and increasing demand of leisure travel by prosperous consumers shall keep the air traffic growth of approximate 3.5 % per annum according with estimation by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). But main players in the global market took pessimistic stances: cutting down the capacity, furiously seeking consolidation within the industry, and lobbying the regulatory authorities for opening up the skies. In international competition arenas, though distances exist, Air China is pacing with world leading airlines, endeavouring to provide quality services (see Table VIII ). . When implementing a SWOT analysis to devise a set of strategies, the following guidelines were considered in the case of Ait China.
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Strengths Determine the organisation's strong points. This should be from both the internal and external customers. Not to be humble and being as pragmatic as possible.
Are there any unique or distinct advantages, which make the organisation, stand out in the crowd?
What makes the customers choose the organisation over the competitions?
Are there any products or services in which the competition cannot imitate (now and in the future)?
Weaknesses Determine the organisation's weaknesses, not only from the analyst point of view, but also more importantly, from the customers. Although it may be difficult for an organization to acknowledge its weaknesses, it is best to handle the bitter reality without procrastination.
Are there any operations or procedures that can be streamlined?
What and why do the organisation's competition operate better than your organisation?
Is there any avoidance that the organisation should be aware of?
Does the competition have a certain market segment conquered?
Opportunities Another major factor is to determine how the organisation can continue to grow within the marketplace. After all, opportunities are everywhere, such as changes in technology, government policy, social patterns, and so on.
Where and what are the attractive opportunities within the existing marketplace?
Are there any new emerging trends within the market?
What does the organisation predict in the future that may depict new opportunities?
Threats No one likes to think about threats, but we still have to face them, despite the fact that they are external factors that are out of our control. For example, the recent major economic slump in Asia. It is vital to be prepared and face threats even during turbulent situations.
What is your competition doing that is suppressing your organisational development?
Are there any changes in consumer demand, which call for new requirements of your products or services?
Is the changing technology hurting your organization's position within the marketplace?
The wizardry of SWOT The wizardry of SWOT is the matching of specific internal and external factors, which creates a strategic matrix, which makes sense. (Note: The internal factors are within the control of your organisation, such as operations, finance, marketing, and in other areas. The external factors are out of your organisation's control, such as political and economic factors, technology, competition, and in other areas). The four combinations are described as follows:
Collateral insight of SWOT As mentioned, the wizardry of SWOT is the matching of specific internal and external factors. However, what about the matching items within internal factors and items within external factors. The primary reason is that matching these factors will create strategies that will not make sense. For example, with a combination of strength and weakness (both are internal factors), lets say one of your organisation's strengths is "plenty of cash" and one of your weaknesses is "lack of training". Therefore, mixing these two factors together, your management team might simply decide to plan more training for the staff members. The obvious remark for this purposeless strategy will be "so what!" Mainly, because you should not train, just for the sake of training. A successful training program must have a specific target in response to external changes. You have to determine your organisation's specific needs for training in line with the external and internal factors. In other words, the strategy must have an external factor as a trigger in order for it to be feasible.
Based on above guidlines, SWOT analysis was carried out for Air China and the results are summarised as follows: Strength Air China is the largest air carrier in China in terms of traffic volume and company assets.
Over 20,000 employees are working for Air China, including more than 2,300 pilots and 4,520 flight attendants. It enjoys well-trained flight crew who are experienced in international operations and services.
It own most updated fleet and competent repairs & maintenances expertise.
Its information systems are the most advanced among Chinese airlines and compatible with its operation and service.
It owns good reputation in both international and domestic market, quality service and keeps the number of loyal frequent flyers rapidly increasing.
Expanding global alliances (see Table IX) provide passengers with more route/schedule choices and completed travel package services. Low profitability and utilisation of capacity (load factors).
WO R K I N G PA P E R S E R I E S
No obvious competitive advantages to cope with both imminent international and fiercer domestic competitions.
Many quality services initiatives and practices are easily coped by the competitors.
Distracted by domestic operations in term of resources, organizational concentrations and management time, the international business get to be mediocre.
Opportunities
China airline industry is growing faster than GDP increase, and the trend will continue in next five years.
Worldwide deregulations make the skies more accessible; the route agreement is easier to be achieved.
The number of foreign visitors and investors to China increase fast.
Complementary industry like tourism will increase demand for airline service.
CAAC strong regulation and protection render with chances for consolidation and optimization.
Customers are getting to be richer, tend to be less price conscious and prefer to choose quality service.
Threats
Air China faces imminent aggressive competition from world leading airlines and price wars triggered by domestic player, when CAAC has to deregulate under requirement of WTO agreements.
Foreign airlines will access to Chinese computerized seat ordering system; this provides Chinese passenger with more choices.
Trains and buses businesses dramatically improve speed and services in their medium/long distant routes, attracting passengers away from air service.
Most of passengers complain the ticket price as unacceptable, premium are not value for money, they are pressurising CAAC to cut price down.
Incapability of industry infrastructure like industry-wide Yield Management System (YMS), Global Distribution Systems (GDS) undercut its management capability.
FIG. 1. KEY BUSINESS ACTIVITIES IN THE PASSENGER TRAVEL PROCESS PART THREE: THE WAY FORWARD TO ACHIEVE EXCELLENCE IN 2008
The company defined business activities from the passenger points of view. Passengers travel process was divided into 6 phases as shown in Figure 1 , starting from passenger enquiry and ending up with passengers being out of operations. Around passenger travel process and satisfaction drivers, the company identified key business activities:
A. On/off flight service As for people-technology mix, the company insisted that an employee is more important than technical system. The creed is "people serve people". Applying this in practical way, a new purpose was initiated to integrate the menu planning, processing with first/business ticket ordering and check-in system. The idea is that when passengers order the ticket, they can order lunch/dinner, chefs would be informed to prepare food plan. When information is confirmed upon check in, food is to be processed and lifted on board. In this way, passenger taste can be accurately matched with.
During experimental stage, the passenger and ticketing staff stared at the complex menus in the computer screen and were confused, they have no idea about what they want. Later days, this nervousness was mitigated by colourful menu printings being placed in the counter, passengers then choose food, and staff input their choices in the system. Simplified! But when passengers are on board, their ideas often change when they see other choices. At that moment, they have no other choices but stick to their original ones. This initiative embarrassed staff and added hardness to passengers. So management immediately postponed the plan. Subsequently, members from cabin crew, food ordering and technical functions formed a menu improvement team. They adopted Deming PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) approach to develop Flexible Menu System for first/business classes:
Plan: set up initial database based on the past food records on different passengers' preferences.
Do: input new changes in passenger taste, then make the in-flight menu to meet the updated needs.
Check: make analysis on the feedback from voyage reports and passengers.
Action: update database consequently.
Through this cycle, a customized food service was created to meet different taste preferences.
B. People Management
When dealing with people, main principles of Air China as shown in Figure 2 can be described as:
1 Excellence relies on people: Programme strategies would not be improved and fulfilled without people participation, enthusiasm and contribution. People satisfaction is premise to achieve customer satisfaction.
2 Managerial effectiveness: its role can be defined as facilitator to build up partnership between the individual and the organization, and between the organization and its customers.
3 Organizational productivity: quality should be seen to start from the top. The leadership of the organization must be intimately involved to see that the quality paradigm is planted into the minds and hearts of all staff.
4 The nonhuman side of the organization: such equipment, facilities, processes and systems only can alive in hand of people with enthusiasms, so called advancements or perfects are meaningless and burdens for company unless they can contribute to both employee and customer satisfaction.
Obvious, people management is in center position in the Company:
As Excellence 2008 rolling out, some organizational changes happens:
Reducing the number of managerial and supervisory layers and increasing the span of control;
Integrating related functions to break down artificial department walls
Organizing to maximize customer satisfaction rather than internal efficiency
The Company checked the progress of process basis changes with asking employees a simple question such as "Who is important for you to please?" If he or she answers "my boss", functions role need be adjusted; If the answer is "the person in the next process, my internal customer", that means people is in processes.
Strategic important suppliers such as Boeing Co. involved into business plan stipulations; passenger representatives work in quality council to define problems, evaluate results and recommend improvements. Both worked well as "partial employees".
Among kinds of change initiatives, leadership, teamwork, and training are top priorities in the initial stages of the Programme:
Senior managers made conscious efforts to reinforce the customer-driven focus and qualityorientation conveyed in vision; emphasised the Program success is totally depends on people, no technologies can work as replacement; and clarified objectives is to make all people satisfaction. All these messages communicated through kinds of channels such as Company newsletter (Flying Phoenix), meetings, e-mail, more often in every informal occasions.
Team building is a key to successful leadership behaviour in a TQM organization (Puffer and McCarthy, 1996 
C. Supplier Network With Partnership
Under the new quality strategy, the Company decided to eliminate the short-term suppliers as possible; the reconfiguration of supplier network aimed to build up long-term partnership, which contribute to quality enhancement. The rationale of partnership supply as shown in Figure 3 is:
The Boeing Commercial Aircraft Company has been selected by Air China as the partner of supplying the most critical purchased itemaircraft. as the part of new quality strategy the company resold the other model to simplify the repairs and maintenances (R&M) , and to unify facilities image. Now its fleet exclusively consisted with a series of Boeing models. The company assigns its employees to work with Boeing on various aspects of the aircraft related to modification of cabin classes such as seating redeploying, in-flight entertainment and communication facilities to serve passengers. General agreements are reached for upgrading technology, designing and recommending new model suitable for quality service.
To scrutinize suppliers with new quality standards, the auditing group is formed, consisting with people from on board and ground service, quality, purchasing, costing, logistics, and long-term strategically important suppliers. Taking 6 months, they selected 156 suppliers to sign long term agreements, cutting down from previous 503. The number will be halved in next few years.
Most significant selection criteria is if supplier can economically (cost/quality) and socially (parternership /participation) recognized and served the new quality strategies For example, one of famous food brand company previously changed the designs of Pasta sauce twice annually, supplying to business classes of flights to Mediterranean areas, and when required to add change frequencies to 4 times one year, this company rejected this requirement, so it was eliminated from the supplier list.
Opening up and communications with suppliers with the theme of "to be world leading suppliers" together with the progressing of Excellence 2008, which motivated and consolidated suppliers effectively, the Company can team up with selected supplier to leverage different advantageous capabilities.
D. Information Technology Adoption and Integration
As Mentioned in the above sections, Under Excellence 2008 programmme, the technology is classified as nonhuman side of the organisation, and management was very vigilant on risk of dehumanization. The adoption of information technologies serves as the fabricating the different phases of passengers travel process as shown in Figure 4 and binds them together it should enable both passenger and employee to control over travel/service process to facilitate friendly interactions. The adoption principles are:
FIG. 3. SUPPLY NETWORK PARTNERSHIP CONTRIBUTES TO SERVICE QUALITY SOURCE: OPERATION STRATEGY: PARTNERSHIP SUPPLY (N.SLACK & M.LEWIS 2002)
Information technology is now being used substantially in areas like passenger enquiry, ticket ordering, luggage tracing, check-in, frequent flyer programme, passenger information and signage system, on board services. Through choice of technology, Air china can develop processes and procedures as simple and understandable as possible. The belief is if the service activities are made simpler for passengers to understand, learn, and complete, passengers would feel more confident to control his/her own travel.
An important issue will be for the Company to help passengers understand the process. It is not enough only thinking about how to do their own best in giving the customers a pleasant travel experience, but "empower" passengers to control travel process with the support of competent information systems and other tools. Interaction with the passengers does matter! The employees are provided with technical tools, information and better training so that they can help passengers in an effective manner. The objective of technology policy would be to allow personalising services to the individual passenger needs without compromising efficiency. Air China decided to supply both its employee and passengers with right tools to create the best opportunities for exciting travel experiences.
Two examples:
Air China computerised its frequent flyer program (FFP), so as to member of Friend Club can easy to exchange his miles record with items like class upgrading, price discounting, free hotel accommodation, and gifts. This system also integrated with alliances to realize exchangeability of loyalty. Company called this program with "Flying Miles Banking". The number of Club member increased dramatically from 37,000 in 1999 to 600,000 in 2002. A passenger describes this as "easily understanding, and really exciting." The Company invested to install Globe Distribution System (GDS). Passenger can access it through internet everywhere, and get immediate and comprehensive information relevant to their travel, such as flight schedules, services choices, luggage weight tolerance, map of routes, policies and procedures, destination area information on hotel, car renting, travel agency, weather conditions, shopping, festivals, etc. Taking views from passengers' eyes, the system keeps updating, therefore, the passengers can manage their travel easier than before.
E. Passengers Perception Management
There are four main considerations when Air China stipulate the passenger perception management strategy:
What are the passengers choice criterions How passengers view the company's performance on these criterions
Defining strategies: targeting, maintaining, and improving.
Managing the perception through flexible pricing
Taking an approach similar with the model of achieving differential service quality (M. Christopher and R.Yallop 1990), the Company developed the strategies to manage the passenger perceptions.
From the average results in Table IXX, And company is perceived as good on brand image, services, plane models, the other three criterions are well below average. While the company takes actions to improve performance on criterion lagging behind competition, they targeted what they are well evaluated.
A. TV Advertising
Since the Program begin, Air China launched two major advertising campaigns to boast image from angles of brand name, services, plane models.
The theme "pride" was targeted domestic market, promising excellent services. The theme leverages Air China' reputations: the general public accept Air China represent China' image around world. Advertisement showed the delegates came back to Beijing after winning the bid to host 2008 Summer Olympic Games. The footage ended up with words: Excellence 2008, articulating both China success and company's vision. Staff involvement in advertising planted "pride" into organisation culture: being best always.
The thrust in international market was titled with "Connection". The message conveyed was: Air China is a bridge linking China with the world. The footage demonstrated: a Boeing 767 was flying cross dynamic economic zone, green countryside, ancient temples, the world highest mountain Evest Mnt, and snaking Yanzi Rivers. When focus was turned into aircraft cabin, an elegant stewardess was explaining Great Wall to the foreign passengers, one of them cannot help shouting out: Fantastic! The footage ended up with the word of VIP changing gradually into a flying Phoenix, the logo of Air China.
B. Physical Evidence
Air China give the physical facilities meanings to its quality strategy, when company decided to retire or resell the other model plane to form Boeing fleet, the main consideration was to unify facilities image; not necessarily by looking expensive but by paying attention to basics: the decor of its frontoffice ticketing counters, its lounges at the airports, the uniforms of its cabin crew and other frontline staff, the presentation of in-flight meals, the appearance of check-in counters. The passengers were impressive to "quality look": cleanness, orderliness, and friendliness.
C. Flexible Pricing
Market survey (CACC, 2001) showed 48% of interviewees agreed its price need be cut down, comparing average industry level was 67%. This indicates while passengers preferred to Air China quality services, but half of them are dissatisfied with its current price level.
The main consideration of adoption of flexible pricing policy is to manage expectation with pricing. The concept is while bad pricing raises the expectation that the company may not be able to meet, good pricing can balance the customer' expectations with provided services or mitigate the company' disability and let passengers feel value for money. Though CAAC regulates price in domestic market, Air China started the policy in international market. Frequent flyer programs, advertising and pricing.
The collected information was used for service appraisal, then comparing appraisal results with competitors to define position and distances.
A main thrust used for process improvements was customer complaint. Management views complaints as invaluable external information greatly facilitating continuous improvement on service quality.
According with the Company experiences, the complaints were primarily in areas like:
1. On-time performance In each problem area, the focus group was formed. When the complaints were received, the function of complaints handling made recording then dispatched them to relevant focus group, the groups would track down along processes to identify problematic areas, so as to solve problems and stipulate plan for future improvements.
Complaints handling function follow the process (see Figure 5 ), communicating with passengers with ongoing basis. It recognized successful recovery could delight passengers and retain them effectively.
CONCLUSIONS
Air China has tried to build strategy on genuine understanding of the customers' true needs. It identified key customer satisfaction drivers, then turned into a foundation to shape company development strategies and innovations. The objective is to realize the quality-strategy integration.
This integration can be seen throughout process of strategy management:
1 Leaders vision the future changes in competition and customer requirement, then clarify the mission with 5-10 years span of time, correspondently stipulate business goals.
2. Based on preliminary market research and customer analysis, multi-teams generated strategic ideas e.g defining customer satisfaction drivers and specifying criteria in main 4 service areas; Formulating strategies choices for management to make strategic decisions.
3. The next phase in the process began with defining the key business activities around passengers travel process, developing new services, and deploying policy to allocate objectives and resources to processes. During this phase people are trained and empowered to plan and control the provision of services.
4. The process is concluded with improvements based on business results, which include both customer and employee satisfactions, process and financial performances. Results shall decide whether or not it is worthwhile for the company to pursue strategies further.
Air China started strategy decision making from customer satisfactions drivers and developed key activities around passenger travel process. This fundamentally changed the ways to manage the business and fostered the culture of customer focus. PDCA continuous improvement was proven approach contributing to improvements on business functionalities. 
